Solo Guitar

Sustain all notes where possible in each diagram.

Key of E

Optional fill

(let ring-----)

1. So close your eyes, for that's a lovely way to be,___

(3. By now we know, the wave is on its way to be,___

Aware of things your heart alone___

just catch the wave, don't be afraid___

Arpeggiate.................

was meant to see, of loving me,___

let ring----------------------}
the fundamental loneliness goes whenever.

two can dream a dream together.

You can't deny,
don't try to fight the rising sea.
don't__fight_the_moon, the stars above, 

---------- Fill ----------

and don't fight me, 

----- or stay on the F#13 ------

the fundamental loneliness goes whenever 

---------- Fill ----------

two can dream a dream together
When I saw you first, the time was	

Fill ------------------------

half past three, when your eyes met	

mine it was eternity.

D.C.
al Coda and take the 1st ending.

optional fill

3. By now we know,
When I saw you first, the time was half past three,

when your eyes met mine it was eternity. By now we know, the wave is on its way to be, just catch the wave, don't be afraid

of loving me, the fundamental loneliness goes whenever

two can dream a dream together.
1. So close your eyes, for that's a lovely way to be,

_ a - ware of things_ your heart a - lone_ was meant to see,